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Abstract
Ovarian cancer is the sixth most lethal cancer in women. Out of all ovarian
cancers – the high grade serous (HGSC) subtype is the most common and deadliest. This
cancer originates from fallopian tube secretory cells and has several putative precursor
lesions that have been described in the fallopian tube. These precursors show a spectrum
of morphology from normal to abnormal and have been identified in patients with and
without cancer. Genetically, HGSC is characterized by widespread genomic instability
and ubiquitous TP53 mutation. A variety of model systems have attempted to interrogate
how carcinogenesis occurs in the fallopian tube, but few examine the effect of TP53
mutation alone, and virtually all use other species to model human disease. In this thesis I
describe the development, validation, and characterization of normal human fallopian
tube derived organoids that have had exogenous mutations in TP53 introduced by the
targeted cutting of the Cas9 nuclease. Analysis of these organoids was undertaken by
live-cell imaging, histochemistry, and single-cell genomic sequencing. Relative to
controls, mutant organoids showed normal morphology and growth but abnormal p53
immunohistochemistry. Single-cell sequencing further validated the strength of this
model system and revealed comparable genomic stability between TP53 mutants and
controls. These findings make sense in light of p53 signature precursor lesions’ normal
morphology and low proliferative index; and support the idea that TP53 mutation alone is
not sufficient to cause carcinogenesis in the fallopian tube. Reagents and theoretical
approaches to interrogating the effects of TP53 missense mutations and homologous
recombination deficiency pathway members have also been designed. This research
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supports genetic perturbation of patient-derived normal organoids as a robust and
promising avenue of research.
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Lay summary
High grade serous ovarian cancer is a common and lethal disease. Despite decades
of research, patient outcomes have remained largely stagnant. Over 96% of these cancers
have mutations in the gene TP53. Interestingly, despite being an ovarian cancer, high
grade serous ovarian cancer is thought to grow from fallopian tube cells. In my project, I
developed a system to study how this cancer starts using miniature models of the
fallopian tube, called fallopian tube organoids. More specifically, I introduced mutations
in the TP53 gene of these models and looked for signs that they were becoming
genetically unstable or cancer-like. My findings suggest that organoids are a useful model
system for studying high grade serous ovarian cancer and indicate that TP53 mutation
alone does not cause cancer-like changes in this system.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Ovarian cancer is a constellation of diseases
In Canada, 3100 new cases of ovarian cancer were projected to have occurred in
2020, making it the ninth most common cancer in women1. Ovarian cancer was also the
sixth most deadly cancer in women, killing an estimated 1950 people in 20201. A
significant reason cited for the disproportionate morbidity of ovarian cancer relative to
other cancers is that it is often diagnosed at late stage, reducing the chance of curative
treatment2. Late diagnosis is due in part to the nonspecific nature of initial symptoms and
the paucity of effective diagnostic tools. Several clinical studies have identified
abdominal bloating, abdominal or lower back pain, and reduced energy as common
symptoms of ovarian cancer3,4,5. Unfortunately, these symptoms are not exclusive to
cancer or overtly connected to the gynecologic tract, hindering clinical diagnoses3,4,5.
Screening approaches to detecting ovarian cancer have limited utility. Several
large-scale studies, three of which were randomized controlled trials, have been used to
assess the impact of annual screening using transvaginal sonography and/or cancer
antigen 125 (CA125) blood levels6 on ovarian cancer patient outcomes. When patients
were annually screened, late-stage cancers were still identified, highlighting that this
approach may not pre-empt higher stage cancers by detecting them at earlier stages6. The
predicted impacts of annual screening for ovarian cancer are mixed, with some studies
concluding that it had no effect on ovarian cancer specific mortality and others showing
benefit6. Population-based screening for ovarian cancer is not practiced to date – likely
due at least in part to mixed trial results. It remains unclear whether population screening
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for ovarian cancer would provide clinical benefit and fulfill other metrics required for
establishing population screening programs7,8.
Despite the clear need for new diagnostic approaches, extensive research aimed at
making earlier diagnosis a reality has been largely unsuccessful. The optimal clinical
approach for initial evaluation of symptoms includes pelvic examination, transvaginal
sonography, and/or assessing CA125 levels in the blood2. Each of these techniques
suffers from significant drawbacks. Pelvic examinations are notoriously non-specific9. A
recent systematic analysis of the effectiveness of pelvic examination in clinical practice
found that over 98% of cases flagged as possible ovarian cancers using this technique
were false-positives9. Transvaginal sonography suffers from similar concerns, being
relatively non-specific10. Elevated CA125 levels in the blood also have limited sensitivity
and specificity as a biomarker of ovarian cancer2. Namely, elevated CA125 is found in
over 80% of ovarian cancer cases, but is also seen in a wide variety of additional
conditions including other cancers, endometriosis, menstruation, and during pregnancy11.
In the near future, it appears that there will not be dramatic changes in ovarian cancer
diagnosis. Subsequently, it is likely that high-grade and late-stage tumours will continue
to make up a significant portion of ovarian cancers. In this context, it is imperative to
better understand the biology and etiology of ovarian cancers so as to prevent disease and
cure more patients.
Recent advances in ovarian cancer subtyping and precursor
biology have identified promising new avenues of research. This has led to a revolution
in the field such that ovarian cancer is now understood as being made up of several
distinct diseases12,13,14. A variety of clinical and biological differences have now
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distinguished high grade serous ovarian carcinoma (HGSC); low grade serous ovarian
carcinoma (LGSC); clear cell carcinoma (CCC); endometrioid carcinoma (EC); and
mucinous carcinoma (MC) as the main subtypes of ovarian carcinoma12,13,14,15. Notably,
these subtypes have different risk factors, cells of origin, etiology, drug response, and
prognosis13,14,15. They can also be distinguished using histopathology techniques,
facilitating their incorporation into clinical pathology14,16. These subtypes are thought to
derive from a variety of cells of origin: HGSC and LGSC from fallopian tube secretory
epithelial cells, and both CCC and EC from endometrial epithelium (e.g.
endometriosis)12,17. While a recent study supported an ovarian precursor for MC, its exact
cell of origin is still unknown18. It is also possible that CCC may be derived from
endometrial cells in the ciliated lineage whereas EC may be derived from endometrial
cells in the secretory lineage based off each’s relative expression of ciliated and secretory
cell biomarkers19. Importantly, this list of subtypes represents carcinomas and does not
include stromal derived or germ cell derived cancers such as adult granulosa cell
tumours; Sertoli-Leydig cell tumours; small cell carcinoma of the ovary, hypercalcaemic
type; and fibromas12 . The recognition that ovarian cancer is not one disease has provided
a framework for clinical cancer care and research.
The most common and frequently lethal subtype of ovarian cancer – HGSC –
comprises roughly 70% of all ovarian cancers20. HGSCs are generally treated by initial
surgical debulking and platinum chemotherapy, but several targeted therapies are also
being explored in clinical trials21. Most notably, the use of anti-angiogenic drugs,
immune checkpoint inhibitors, and poly ADP ribose polymerase (PARP) inhibitors show
some clinical efficacy21. Despite the use of novel treatment approaches, long-term
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prognosis for patients remains poor with a 10-year survival of 55% for early-stage and
15% for late-stage cancers22. New therapeutics have given additional tools to the
oncologist and moderately extended length of life, but have not yet translated into a
dramatic change in HGSC mortality22.
1.2 Genomic landscape of HGSC
Much of the now accepted genomic and epigenomic features of HGSC were
comprehensively confirmed in a seminal 2011 study by The Cancer Genome Atlas
(TCGA)23. In this study, a cohort of 489 HGSCs with matched normal tissue were used in
microarray analyses of copy number, promoter methylation, mRNA expression, and
miRNA expression23. 316 of these cases were also sequenced using exome capture23.
Their findings identified a number of unique features of HGSC23. 96% of sequenced
cases showed splice-site or non-synonymous mutation of TP53, confirming TP53
alteration as ubiquitous in HGSC23. A further set of 8 genes were found to show greater
rates of splice-site or non-synonymous mutations than would be expected by chance:
CSMD3 (6% of tumours), FAT3 (6%), NF1 (4%), BRCA1 (3%), BRCA2 (3%), CDK12
(3%), GABRA6 (2%), and RB1 (2%)23. An important caveat to this data is that this only
reflects somatic mutations23. 9% and 8% of cases showed germline mutation in BRCA1
and BRCA2 respectively23.
HGSC also displays remarkable genomic instability23. Recurrent regional and
focal copy number gains and losses were identified at high frequency and affect a myriad
of genes23. Of these, PVT1 (32%) and MYC (31%) were the most commonly amplified.
RB1 (8%) and NF1 (7%) showed the most frequent homozygous-deletion of genes
assessed (analyzed with cBioPortal using TCGA data)23,24,25. These findings illustrate the
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high level of chromosomal instability in HGSC, with 202 genes showing amplification in
≥ 20% of tumours (analyzed with cBioPortal using TCGA data)23,24,25.
Integrated analyses of HGSC mutation, copy number alteration (CNA), promoter
methylation, and RNA expression have identified recurrent alterations in the RB1,
PI3K/RAS, and NOTCH signaling pathways23. In tallying cases with either pathway
member mutation, CNA, or altered expression – 67% of cases show altered regulation of
RB1, 45% of PI3K/RAS, and 22% of NOTCH signaling23.
HGSC’s genomic and transcriptomic landscape shows
remarkable heterogeneity, with TP53 alteration the only ubiquitous feature23. Despite the
high prevalence of TP53 mutation in ovarian cancers, patients with hereditary TP53
mutation (Li-Fraumeni syndrome) do not display unusually high levels of ovarian cancer
relative to other hereditary syndromes26. This supports the notion that TP53 mutations are
not drivers in HGSC, but rather they play a facilitatory role and are necessary but not
sufficient for the development of this cancer. An analysis of sporadic cancers by primary
site found that the proportion of cancers with TP53 mutation was highest in the ovary26.
Despite this, ovarian cancer is only the 11th most frequent cancer in Li-Fraumeni
patients26. Comparatively, BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers have lifetime risks of
developing ovarian cancer of 40-50% and 20-30%, respectively27. These observations are
likely confounded by the high rate of cancer development and presumed reduced life
expectancy in Li-Fraumeni patients28, but nonetheless suggest that TP53 mutation is
necessary but not sufficient for HGSC development. In comparison, the high rates of
ovarian cancer in BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers has led to their consideration for
prophylactic salpingo-oophorectomy to reduce ovarian cancer risk29. Studies in model
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systems have begun to interrogate what combination of factors are necessary and
sufficient for HGSC development, but have been limited in their ability to provide
general insights due to the complexity of the genomic and epigenomic background of this
disease.
1.3 TP53 mutation and HGSC
Understanding the effect of TP53 mutations in HGSC is difficult because of the
complexity of this gene and its functions. TP53 is the most commonly mutated gene in
many cancers30. While several targeted therapies aimed at TP53 are under early
development – currently there is no targeted therapeutic for TP53 that has been approved
for use outside of clinical trials31,32. Located on chromosome 17, TP53 has 11 exons,
generates 10 isoforms, and contains 3 promoters33. This genomic complexity has
important implications as TP53’s isoforms can have different functions34 and its
regulation is similarly complex33. Classically, wild-type TP53 acts by responding to
extracellular stresses (e.g. DNA damage) to inhibit the cell cycle, induce senescence, or
induce apoptosis32,35. However, the list of TP53’s functions is being ever expanded such
that TP53 is now thought to act in a vast network of pathways35. Mutant TP53 has been
associated with alterations in a wide variety of these pathways and can prohibit DNA
damage repair sensing, increase proliferation, alter metabolism, and induce epithelial-tomesenchymal transition – thereby likely increasing metastasis32. The specific phenotypes
associated with mutations in TP53 vary dramatically depending on the mutation in
question36 and may also change according to cellular context35. Mutant alleles can also
gain new functions in pathways not associated with wild-type TP5336. In general, TP53
mutations can cause loss of tumor suppression or gain of oncogenic function36. Some
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mutations can cause loss of TP53’s ability to induce DNA damage repair, cell cycle
arrest, and/or apoptosis35. This loss of function is occasionally specific to a unique
pathway35. In the realm of gain of function – mutations in the DNA binding domain of
TP53 can alter its transcriptional regulation of genes – notably by acquiring new target
genes36. Furthermore, mutations in TP53 can lead to p53 interacting with new protein
partners36. Some mutant TP53 alleles also show dominant negative effects36. In these
cases, mutant TP53 expression blocks normal functions of the wild-type allele – causing
a loss-of-function mutant to exhibit a gain-of-function phenotype36. This dominant
negativity is believed to be caused by mutant TP53 tetramerizing with the wild-type
protein and inhibiting its normal function; but may also operate through poaching of
TP53 cofactors37. Existing beliefs about TP53 in HGSC have been framed in part through
findings from model systems. However, not all model systems are created equal38 and
TP53 acts differently between different species. In comparing high-confidence TP53
binding sites between human and mice from chromatin immunoprecipitation
experiments, only ~7% of human peaks were conserved in mice38,39. This has large
implications for interpreting research in mouse models38,39. Altogether, TP53’s genomic
structure is complex, it has a multitude of functions, a varied mutational landscape, and
important interspecies differences. These features have likely hindered scientific and
clinical advances in HGSC.
TP53’s mutational features have been comprehensively annotated, made
clinically-relevant, and tied to early carcinogenesis in HGSC. As previously highlighted the landmark 2011 TCGA study confirmed TP53 as mutated in the vast majority of
HGSCs23. Heterozygous loss combined with missense mutation is the most frequent
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TP53 genotype in HGSC (analyzed with cBioPortal using TCGA data)23,24,25. An
overview of the distribution of TP53 mutations in serous ovarian cancers from the
Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (COSMIC), reveals that 63% are missense
mutations and 12% are nonsense mutations40,41. While these figures may include some
LGSC – the rarity of these tumours (Figure 1)42 and their frequent lack of TP53
mutation43 means that they would not be expected to significantly influence these
numbers. The predominance of TP53 missense mutations in HGSC underscores the
important role that its loss, change, or gain of function may play in this disease.
The most frequent missense mutations in HGSC are R175H and R273H44. The
vast majority (R175H and R273H included) of missense mutations are present in the
DNA binding domain of TP5340,41. Despite the preponderance of these missense
mutations in HGSC, even the most common (R175H and R273H) only have frequencies
of 4% and 3% respectively44. This highlights the diversity of different DNA binding
domain mutations, which can be further subdivided based on whether they a) disrupt
DNA binding by directly changing the DNA binding amino acid sequence: ‘DNA contact
mutants’ or b) disrupt function by changing p53 conformation: ‘conformational
mutants’36. P53-R175H is thought to be a DNA contact mutant and p53-R273H a
conformational mutant36. DNA binding experiments have also indicated that both p53R175H and p53-R273H are only able to retain partial DNA binding function relative to
wild-type p5345. Potential change-in-function or gain-of-function of these mutants in the
context of fallopian tube is largely unknown. In a mouse model, p53-R273H has been
found to interact with MRE11 to lead to carcinogenesis and genomic instability36.
MRE11 is a protein that is otherwise not believed to interact with p5336. Both missense
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mutants appear to also generally encourage malignant transformation in mice46. While
there has been a great deal of research around TP53 in cancer – building a comprehensive
model to understand its links to carcinogenesis in the fallopian tube remains an unsolved
problem. As detailed earlier, species differences, cell-of-origin effects, the
microenvironment, as well as the complexity of TP53, its functions, and its mutations
may contribute to the enigmatic effects of these mutations in the fallopian tube.
P53 immunohistochemical staining (IHC) has gained use in pathology practice as
a robust marker for TP53 mutations in ovarian cancers43. Wild-type p53 IHC is nuclear
and highly variable between cells43. Conversely, complete absence, overexpression, and
cytoplasmic expression of TP53 are associated with TP53 mutation43. Several of these
mutant phenotypes are highly sensitive and specific to unique mutation types: complete
absence IHC reflects loss-of-function (indel, splicing, or stop-gain mutation), IHC
overexpression indicates gain-of-function/nonsynonymous mutation, and wild-type IHC
almost always indicates wild-type TP5343. Several proposed mechanisms underlie these
associations43. Nonsynonymous TP53 mutation can cause IHC overexpression by
inhibiting MDM2-associated degradation of p5343. Similarly, complete absence by IHC is
thought to occur due to mutations that substantially change p53’s structure – making its
epitopes unrecognizable to antibodies or triggering nonsense-mediated RNA decay43.
Strong links between TP53’s mutational and IHC statuses have allowed discoveries in
genetics to be readily translated into practice and will likely aid with identifying
prospective candidates for the targeted therapeutics currently under development.
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1.4 HGSC fallopian tube precursors and cellular context
While HGSC was initially thought to develop from mutated cells on the ovarian
surface epithelium, it is now understood as predominantly originating in the fallopian
tube12. This is supported by a wide variety of orthogonal evidence, with compelling data
found in studies of HGSC fallopian tube precursors12,47. This shift in the known cell-oforigin for HGSC has led to the incorporation of bilateral salpingectomy in consenting
patients undergoing pelvic surgery for unrelated reasons and who are not looking to bear
children48. While a relatively new approach, this prophylactic procedure may begin to
show effects on overall ovarian cancer rates in upcoming decades.
Interestingly, controversy exists around the identities of fallopian tube cell
types49. The fallopian tube epithelium is predominantly formed by ciliated and secretory
cells, but there is debate on the existence and distinctiveness of peg (or intercalary) and
basal cells49. During ovulation, epithelial secretions and cilial beating act in concert with
muscular contractions to help the movement of sperm, oocytes and zygotes along the
fallopian tube50,51. Peg cells have been suggested to be a dormant subtype of secretory
cells49. However, different authors varyingly support or reject their distinction as a unique
cell type. Their presumed inactivity has also been questioned by findings that they
express proliferative markers49. Expression of such markers49 as well as increased
generative activity in functional assays have led to hypotheses that peg cells are a
fallopian tube stem-like progenitor52. For their part, basal cells had been originally
presumed to act as stem-like cells in the fallopian tube – regenerating damaged tissue
analogous to similar cells in other tissues49. However, their existence is not uniformly
accepted – with some studies rejecting their presence49 and others identifying them as peg
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cells52. Secretory cells are thought to be the cell-of-origin of HGSC due to cells in
precursor lesions showing secretory phenotypes.
The existence of fallopian tube precursor lesions has shaped our understanding of
HGSC etiology. Several distinct histologic entities with features suggestive of HGSC
biology have been identified: serous tubal intraepithelial carcinomas (STICs), serous
tubal intraepithelial lesions (STILs), p53 signature lesions, secretory cell outgrowths
(SCOUTs), and secretory cell expansions (SCE)53,54. These potential precursors have
been connected to HGSC and each other with divergent levels of evidence (Figure 2).
STICs – also referred to as tubal intraepithelial carcinoma or serous tubal
intraepithelial neoplasia – are the precursor closest in phenotype to HGSC. These lesions
are found in the fallopian tube with atypical histology and abnormal p53 IHC55. A study
comparing STICs with HGSCs from the same patients found clonal TP53 mutations in
tumours, STICs, and p53 signatures – suggesting shared lineage56. This strongly supports
STIC as an important precursor for HGSC. The term STIL refers to a spectrum of
precursors whose histology lies between that of STICs and p53 signatures54; and whose
existence as intermediary lesions support the idea p53 signatures can develop into STICs.
P53 signatures are another possible, earlier, precursor lesion for HGSC. These
lesions are expansions of more than 12 secretory cells that are morphologically-normal
and show abnormal p53 IHC53,55,57. As mentioned above, these lesions can share clonal
mutations with STICs and HGSC56. P53 signatures have also been found in dissections of
fallopian tubes from patients without cancer58. Taken together, p53 signatures appear to
indicate candidate precursor cells for HGSC, though many questions still remain.
Notably, mechanisms underlying the transition from p53 signature to STIC and HGSC
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remain unclear. Research on Risk Reducing Salpingo-Oophorectomy cases identified p53
signatures in 25% of specimens surveyed59. While this population was by definition
enriched for patients at increased risk of ovarian cancer59 – it is clear that not all p53
signatures contain cells that will progress to malignant disease. Whether signatures at
greater risk of transformation can be distinguished remains an unanswered question. P53
signatures’ normal morphology and abnormal p53 IHC suggest that TP53 mutation is not
sufficient for cellular transformation but is nevertheless an early carcinogenic event.
SCOUTs and SCE are both putative precursor lesions53 for HGSC, but unlike
STICs have little data linking them to malignancy. Normal fallopian tube epithelium is
primarily composed of interspersed secretory and epithelial cells and as a person ages, the
relative frequency and patterning of each can change60,61. SCOUTs refer to a series of 30
or more secretory cells in a row observed in histological sections of fallopian tube61.
SCEs refer to a series of greater than 10 secretory cells in a row and have been used to
highlight general increases in the number of secretory cells relative to ciliated cells that
occur in fallopian tubes with age60. Neither feature is defined by TP53 mutation60,61.
While a model wherein SCE leads to SCOUT, which progresses to p53 signatures and
then finally STICs has been proposed53 (Figure 2), the evidence supporting this
progression is limited. Currently there is strong support for calling STICs, STILs and p53
signatures precursor lesions56. Direct links connecting SCE and SCOUT to HGSC remain
unknown. Whether or not either are HGSC precursors, their exposition of fallopian tube
epithelial dynamics may be interesting in considering the cell context wherein HGSC
arises60. Precursor lesions in the fallopian tube strongly support a fallopian tube cell-oforigin for HGSC and offer insight into mechanisms underlying its carcinogenesis.
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1.5 Organoid models of disease
In the past decade, organoids have become a prominent model in a wide variety of
biomedical fields. Organoids are three-dimensional cellular structures grown in a gel
matrix that acts as a basement membrane62,63. These structures are generally established
by the initial growth of a small population of progenitor stem cells63. As they grow, these
progenitors differentiate into several cell types – mimicking the tissue being modelled63.
Organoids are most commonly grown using one of two
methods: stem cell line differentiation or tissue sample dissociation63. In the first method,
the careful stepwise differentiation of pluripotent stem cell lines into a tissue-specific
progenitor then allows the growth of these progenitors in organoid culture63. This method
allows for more precise control of the genetic background being studied but can lead to
the unexpected differentiation of unexpected cell types while progenitors are being
generated e.g. mesenchymal cells64. In the second method, dissociated primary tissue
samples are directly cultured in three dimensions – allowing progenitors innate to the
tissue to develop into organoids63. This approach circumvents the need for careful
differentiation of a pluripotent stem cell but necessitates accrual of live clinical tissue
specimens which can limit throughput62.
Organoids offer several advantages over existing cell
culture and animal models. Notably, organoids can mimic the cell types and morphology
of their parent tissues64 – something impossible to do with standard two-dimensional cell
culture. As a result, organoids can model more complex responses and features of
organs62. Organoids are also higher-throughput62 and cheaper63 than many animal
models. Additionally, as an in vitro model system, organoids are more amenable to
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complex experimental manipulations than animals64. The use of organoids over other
model systems allows new innovative questions to be investigated.
The first organ that was modelled using now standard
organoid culture approaches was the intestine64, but a wide variety of other tissues have
now also been modelled in organoid culture62. Intestine, liver, pancreas, retina, brain,
mammary gland, endometrium, and fallopian tube are some examples of tissues/organs
with both human and mouse organoid models62. Beyond mammalian research, more
exotic epithelia has also been grown as organoids – with one recent study creating
functional snake poison glands65. The increase in the size of the organoid field is likely
attributable to the apparent robustness of the technique across tissues and species.
In biomedical research, the advent of organoid cultures has
led to their application in developmental biology, toxicology/pharmaceuticals, infectious
disease, and genetic disease62,63,64. Cortical and cerebral organoids have modelled key
processes in embryogenesis – opening the door for fundamental experiments on brain
development62. Organoids can be used to assess tissue-specific drug toxicities before their
use in the clinic62. Furthermore, organoids also show potential in clinical applications
around regenerative medicine and genetic engineering63. Proof of principle experiments
transplanting human liver organoids into mouse models have shown their functional
integration into the host’s liver64. This raises the possibility that patient-derived organoids
could be used to restore partial function to impaired organs64 and may be a tool in future
gene therapy studies66. In particular, as genetic engineering of organoids is possible using
the CRISPR-Cas9 system63, it is feasible that transplantation of genetically engineered
organoids may help cure some genetic diseases. Outside of the clinic, genetically
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engineered organoids allow the rapid generation of mutant models for research63. Finally,
organoid cultures have also led to a revolution in infectious disease modelling – allowing
the previously impossible culture of some viruses to take place as well as more
comprehensively modelling microbe-host interactions in an in vitro system66. As a novel,
complex, and (in some cases) human model; organoids have the potential to revolutionize
how we think about and treat disease.
Several limitations to organoid technologies still exist –
with the most significant concerns being a lack of standardization and model complexity.
Due to the age of the field, there is not a standardized set of protocols and media for the
culture of each tissue type62,63. Moreover, not all reagents used in organoid culture are
defined62. Most notably, Matrigel – a frequently used extracellular matrix in organoid
culture - is a complex mixture of proteins derived from Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm cell
secretions67. The proteins in Matrigel are not fully defined and their levels can vary
between batches62. While synthetic and defined matrixes are being developed62; these
replacements are largely in their infancy. In patient-derived organoids, another source of
variation is the genetic62 and epigenetic backgrounds of parent tissues. Variation in
methods and samples may contribute to a reduction in reproducibility and consequent
difficulties in interpreting the organoid literature. Another limitation to organoid culture
is its lack of key physiological systems that are present in whole organisms63. In contrast
to animal models, classical organoid models lack vasculature, immune system
interactions, stromal components63 and innervation62. The absence of these core
physiological features limits the scope of questions that can be answered with this model
– but may allow precise testing of hypotheses by providing a more minimal system63.
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Organoid culture has the potential to revolutionize biomedical research, but enthusiasm
must be tempered with an understanding of its unique limitations. Organoid models of
mouse and human fallopian tube epithelium will be discussed below.
1.6 Model systems for studying HGSC
A wide variety of model systems have been used to study HGSC. Notably, twodimensional tumour cell line culture, tumour spheroids, chickens, genetically engineered
mouse models (GEMMs), mouse xenografts, and genetically engineered mouse
organoids. I will review each system in turn with an eye to opportunities and limitations
of each.
Cancer cell lines were one of the first laboratory models of disease and remain an
outstanding tool for biomedical research68. These lines are immortal and proliferating
cancer cell lineages that are derived from patient tumours68. While techniques for
immortalizing cells exist, establishing a successful cell line from primary tissue remains
in part an artform, with attempts’ success or failure often remaining unexplained68. The
history of these models began in 1907 with the first successful culture of cells in a
dish68,69. In 1957, the first immortal cell line was generated – termed HeLa – from a
patient’s tumour68 (and without her consent70). In the intervening years, these cell lines
led to many dramatic advances in our understanding of disease, including the
development of the polio vaccine68. At the present day, the number of cell lines available
for research has dramatically increased and they have become core tools in research
practice71. The primary strength of these models are the ease with which experiments can
be done with them – both in terms of time and cost68. Cancer cell lines grow rapidly
relative to other, more complex, models and require relatively few resources to maintain,
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especially in comparison to animal models72. Despite these benefits, the presence of only
one cell type in each line prohibits the study of more complex biological interactions68.
Furthermore, the listed identity of cell lines is not always correct. Cross-contamination of
cell lines is a significant problem in research73 and in-depth genomic analyses of ovarian
cancer cell lines have revealed cases of mistaken identity where cancer subtypes were
incorrectly assigned74,75. Additionally, by being derived from a single patient’s disease,
each cell line will carry unique genetic features that may make it behave differently than
other lines of the same disease. Cell lines can also undergo selective pressures and
genetic drift while in culture that push them further from their parent tumour72. In the
context of modelling carcinogenesis, cell lines are only of limited use since they are
already transformed and do not show three-dimensional architecture – being as they are
cultured in two-dimensions.
Another in vitro model of HGSC is tumour spheroids. These are threedimensional clusters of cells grown in a matrix from either dissociated primary cancer
tissue or cell lines76,77. In HGSC, cultured spheroids are often derived from similar
structures already present in ascites78. Spheroid models appear to replicate their parent
tumours and have found extensive use in drug testing76,77,79,80,81. The promise of these
models is a high-throughput experimental system that allows rapid experimentation or
drug screening on a heterogeneous cancer cell population that retains similar threedimensional structure compared to its parent tumour. Despite their potential, several
limitations to spheroid cultures remain. Similar to organoid models63, spheroids lack
many of the physiological systems inherent to organisms. Furthermore, the specific
culture properties of spheroids can influence their biology – with hydrogel stiffness
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having been shown to affect tumoroid phenotype82. In a similar vein, one of the key
limitations in this field is a lack of standardized protocols76. In considering HGSC
etiology, spheroids show promise in clinical applications but – as with other tumourderived models – are limited in the ability to study early events in carcinogenesis.
Mouse xenograft models are a classical approach to studying human tumours in
vivo83. In this system, cell lines or patient-derived tumours are engrafted into the mouse –
with the animal serving as a host for the human tumour83. Both forms of model have
found use in HGSC and appear to recapitulate features of human disease84,85. Notably,
cell line xenograft histology resembled that of HGSC and showed high expression of
HGSC biomarkers84. Patient tumour-derived xenografts (PDXs) have the additional
benefits of also recapitulating some of the heterogeneity of their parent tumour and better
mimicking HGSC histology and immunohistochemistry relative to cell line
xenografts83,85. HGSC PDXs show great promise for drug regimen testing as they
respond to chemotherapeutics with similar levels of sensitivity to what is observed in
their human counterparts86. Unfortunately, species differences mean that in the context of
HGSC – mouse xenograft models may behave differently than human disease. As one
example, mouse ovaries are enclosed by a bursa which connects to the fallopian tube
whereas human ovaries and fallopian tubes are open to the peritoneal cavity87. This
feature may contribute to the low rate of ascites seen in mouse xenograft models of
HGSC84. Overall, mouse xenograft models show promise and utility for studying human
tumours in vivo.
The chicken model of ovarian cancer is an intriguing and natural model. As part
of their lifecycle, chicken hens often spontaneously develop ovarian cancer – with a 5-
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35% prevalence of ovarian cancer in populations over 2 years of age88. A key advantage
of this model is that it does not assume a priori molecular features by introducing genetic
perturbations, but rather allows observation of the natural development of ovarian cancer
in this species. Interestingly, both human and chicken ovarian cancers show molecular
similarities – with chicken cancers showing frequent TP53 mutation (48% mutated,
81/172 cases)89, increased expression of CA125, and E-cadherin expression88. In the
context of human HGSC, the fallopian tube is now understood to be the predominant cell
of origin12. Whether this is true for chicken ovarian cancers is unclear, but preliminary
evidence would support an oviductal origin in some cases. Similarly, ovarian tumours in
chickens show increased expression of oviduct-specific proteins WNT490 and
ovomacroglobulin91; as well as increased mRNA expression of oviductal genes92. Most
late-stage chicken ovarian cancers also show oviductal lesions91. While these findings
may support an oviductal origin, additional evidence is still needed to more strongly
support or reject this hypothesis. In light of uncertainty over the cell(s) of origin for
chicken tumours and their relatively low frequency of TP53 mutation, relevance to
human disease, in particular HGSC, remains largely unestablished. Furthermore, chicken
husbandry requires greater resources than that of mice; and differences in chicken and
human gynecology are greater than differences in mouse and human gynecology87. While
chicken models of ovarian cancer offer benefits vis-a-vis studying natural and unbiased
ovarian carcinogenesis, they are limited by scientific and logistical concerns.
A wide variety of different genetically engineered mouse models (GEMMs) have
been developed for HGSC93. In general, these models can be divided into ones without
genetic similarities to HGSC and those with genetic similarities. Those without genetic
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similarity are based on simian virus 40 (SV40) T antigen-driven tumorigenesis93. The
ones with genetic similarity to HGSC induce a number of specific mutations that would
be reflective of a small number of clinical HGSCs93. Major GEMMs will be overviewed
below according to these categories.
A number of GEMM of HGSC have been made using SV40 large T antigen or
combinations of this antigen and the SV40 small t antigen93. SV40 is a virus known to
transform normal cells into cancer94. Large T antigen interacts with heat shock chaperone
70, p53, and the Rb family94. Through these interactions, this antigen inhibits p53 and
Rb-family’s tumor suppressive functions and drives carcinogenic transformation of many
cell types94. Similarly, small t antigen is thought to increase cell growth and survival by
binding and inhibiting protein phosphatase 295. Four different studies describe making
ovarian cancer through inducing tumour formation with these antigens93. Miyoshi et al.
describe the development of Mullerian tumours throughout mouse gynecologic tract upon
large T antigen expression under oviduct-specific regulation96. This model was further
investigated in another paper which identified p53 signature analogues in the oviduct97.
In another model – large T antigen expression in Mullerian epithelium also led to
cancer98. A final study tried the extreme approach – inducing both large and small T
antigens in ovarian surface epithelium99. The fact that SV40 antigens are able to generate
cancer in fallopian tube epithelium and other Mullerian tissues is scientifically curious –
but unfortunately likely to be somewhat removed from the biology of HGSC. While
SV40 antigens inactivate p53 and Rb proteins94 – whether SV40-driven inactivation has
the same effect as previously- described Trp53 mutation and Rb1 deregulation in HGSC23
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is unknown. Furthermore, many of these models do not look at oviduct-specific
transformation – theoretically distancing their results from clinical disease.
At least five different GEMMs have been made with combinations of HGSCassociated genetic alterations93. In the early 2000s, one model describes the development
of an ovarian surface epithelium-specific system wherein floxed Trp53 and Rb1 are
removed upon sub-bursal infection with a cre-containing adenovirus100. While the authors
describe HGSC-like tumours developing upon virus administration100, other studies using
like approaches have found non-HGSC tumours developing in mice93. Two other
GEMMs in this category also specifically altered the ovarian surface epithelium through
similar cre-adenovirus based approaches93,101,102. In one, Pten loss combined with
induction of a Pik3ca mutant allele led to serous and granulosa cell tumours in the
ovary101. In another, the impact of Trp53 loss or mutation, Brca1 loss, Brca2 loss, and Rb
tumor suppression inactivation were selectively induced to assess their relative
contributions to carcinogenesis102. Gene expression and metabolic profiles between the
combined mutant tumours resembled that of HGSC102. While each show compelling data,
their relevance to human disease should be re-evaluated with the growing understanding
that HGSC is primarily a fallopian tube derived disease. Two other models have looked
at selective mutation of fallopian tube epithelium and either ovarian surface epithelium or
endometrium. An Amhr2-cre model103 induced ovarian and oviductal deletion of Dicer
and Pten in mice – resulting in HGSC-like cancers104. One drawback of this model is that
it identified tumours first developing in fallopian tube stroma104 – something that does
not make sense given known HGSC precursor lesions. Perets et al. designed GEMMs
with fallopian tube secretory cell and endometrial secretory cell-specific expression of
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Pax8-cre105. In this system, they showed that Brca1 or Brca2 loss combined with Trp53
and Pten loss led to STIC development, HGSC, and eventual metastases105. As the
authors used mutations and a cell of origin that is relevant to the disease – this model is
likely the most accurate GEMM of HGSC105.
In recent years, there has been an expansion in the use of genetically engineered
mouse organoid models of HGSC. Building off findings from human fallopian tube
organoids106, mouse fallopian tube derived organoids were established as a robust system
for experimentation in 2018107. Soon after, several different studies looking at
introducing specific combinations of HGSC-associated mutations into organoids were
published108,109,110,111. First, a study looking at Rb inactivation combined with Trp53
mutation in Mullerian secretory epithelium of mice showed STIC formation resulting
from mutant organoids108. Similar findings were seen upon injection of similarly mutated
mouse oviductal organoids and mutated mouse ovarian surface epithelium progenitors108.
Interestingly, while both fallopian tube and ovarian surface epithelium derived mutant
organoids formed cancer – the ovarian surface epithelium-derived cancers had increased
latency and decreased penetrance108. Similarly, another study used a CRISPR-Cas9
system to introduce different combinations of genetic loss into oviductal and ovarian
surface epithelium organoids: Trp53; Trp53 and Brca1; Trp53, Brca1, and Nf1; as well as
Trp53, Brca1, and Pten109. These organoids were then assessed for evidence of malignant
transformation109. When engrafted into mice, triple mutant organoid combinations from
both oviduct and ovarian surface epithelium were able to form tumours109. However, only
oviductal organoids were able to form tumours in the case of Trp53/Brca1 mutant
organoids109. In both of these cases, this evidence was used to support the idea of a dual
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cell-of-origin for HGSC108,109. These findings are provocative – but this hypothesis still
needs to be connected in a reasonable way to the literature around HGSC precursors or,
more specifically, the absence of precursors on the ovary. It may also be relevant that in
each study – mutant oviductal organoids appeared to have greater carcinogenic potential
than their ovarian counterparts108,109. Two more recent studies in this area have steered
clear of this controversy – instead exclusively modelling HGSC genotypes in oviductal
organoids110,111. Each also used diverse sets of unique genotypes that showed HGSC-like
transformation and included both homologous recombination deficient and proficient
models110,111. An example of a homologous recombination deficient model being
oviductal organoids with loss of Trp53, Pten, Nf1, and Brca1 combined with
overexpression of Trp53R172H (the mouse counterpart of TP53R175H) and Myc110.
Correspondingly, an example of a homologous recombination proficient genotype being
oviductal organoids with Trp53 loss combined with Ccne1, Akt2, and Kras
overexpression111. The quick uptake of a wide variety of genotypes in normal tissue
derived mouse organoid models of HGSC speaks to the ease with which complex
mutants can be generated in organoids. While these different combinations of mutations
have led to HGSC-like lesions and given interesting perspectives on HGSC etiology,
these models also have some limitations. Carcinogenesis in these models has required
such a specific set of mutations that the resulting cancer is only genetically representative
of a minute fraction of clinical HGSC. Furthermore, mouse organoid models and
GEMMs are limited by interspecies differences in gene regulatory networks38 and
physiology87.
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Human organoid models of the fallopian tube epithelium have been developed106,
raising the possibility of generating de novo HGSC-like cancers in vitro through the
transformation of normal-tissue derived organoids. To date, there has been very limited
research on genetically engineering human fallopian tube organoids and their use in this
context has been principally as controls for HGSC-derived tumour spheroids112. Human
fallopian tube organoids have been primarily applied to questions on fallopian tube
epithelium hormonal responsiveness, adult stem cells, and developmental
hierarchies19,106, 113,114,115,116. Introducing specific genetic and environmental insults to
these models may give insights into HGSC initiation, complementing clinical models,
human tumour organoid systems, and other models of HGSC.

1.7 Rationale, hypothesis and objectives
HGSC is a common and deadly disease in desperate need of further research. New
findings in the realm of this cancer’s precursor biology and targeted therapeutics
highlight fundamental questions that new models could answer. Specifically, the events
leading to the development and transformation of fallopian tube epithelium into precursor
lesions and later HGSC are largely unknown. In the realm of homologous DNA repair,
whether mutations in non-BRCA1 or BRCA2 pathway members sensitize tumors to PARP
inhibitors is often unclear due to the rarity of their alteration in clinical samples. Finally,
TP53 mutation is ubiquitous in HGSC – with the majority of these mutations being
missense mutations in the DNA binding domain. Whether or how each mutation
contributes to carcinogenesis in the context of fallopian tube epithelium remains unclear.
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While many HGSC models exist, genetically engineered human fallopian tube
derived organoids would allow unique insights into disease biology. Current models
suffer in generalizability due to genetic baggage (including TP53 already being mutated
in HGSC cell lines), interspecies differences, and extreme specificity. Human fallopian
tube derived organoids represent an in vitro model of the fallopian tube – recapitulating
the three-dimensional architecture and cell types of its parent tissue, while also allowing
experimental perturbation and measurement. These features make human organoid
models of disease an ideal system in which to model HGSC carcinogenesis.
My starting hypothesis is that genetically-engineered fallopian tube epitheliumderived organoids will give insight into HGSC carcinogenesis. My specific aims are to:
1. Develop and validate a TP53-null human fallopian tube derived organoid
system.
2. Evaluate TP53-null fallopian tube derived organoid models for evidence
of transformation and genomic instability relative to controls.
3. Design systems to test additional genetic perturbations in these models:
dual-disruption of TP53 and homologous recombination DNA repair
pathway members; and re-expression of TP53 missense mutants.
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Figure 1. Relative frequency of the most common ovarian cancer subtypes. Data pulled
from previously-published population cohort42.
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Figure 2. Carcinogenesis in the fallopian tube. (A) A proposed model for multistep
carcinogenesis of HGSC is depicted as described in a recent review53. Histologic entities
with limited evidence supporting a HGSC precursor role are indicated by question marks.
The proposed progression between SCOUTS and p53 signatures is also similarly
indicated due to a lack of evidence. Hematoxylin and eosin staining and p53
immunohistochemistry from published work of other authors are shown with permission:
(B) p53 signature and (C) STIC117.
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Chapter 2: Methods
2.1 Lentiviral plasmid design
TP53-targeting and non-targeting control (NTC5) gRNAs for the CRISPR-Cas9
system were previously designed and validated in the Aparicio (TP53)118 and Huntsman
(NTC5) laboratories. Further gRNAs were designed targeting homologous recombination
DNA repair pathway members and but have only underwent limited validation
(Appendix A). TP53-targeting and NTC5 gRNAs had sequences
CCCCGGACGATATTGAACAA118 and GAGCAATCCAAAGTTAACGG respectively.
These gRNAs were cloned into the lentiCRISPRv2 3rd generation lentiviral expression
construct119,120 and modified in-house to contain a Cas9-tdTomato fusion in place of the
original Cas9-PuroR fusion119,120 (Figure 3).
Wild-type TP53, TP53R175H and TP53R273H re-expression plasmids were designed
for use in parallel with TP53-knockdown viruses. These plasmids were engineered from
previously described 3rd generation lentiviral expression vectors that were gifts from
Bernard Futscher: pLenti6/V5-p53_wt p53 (Addgene plasmid # 22945 ;
http://n2t.net/addgene:22945 ; RRID:Addgene_22945); pLenti6/V5-p53_R175H
(Addgene plasmid # 22936 ; http://n2t.net/addgene:22936 ; RRID:Addgene_22936); and
pLenti6/V5-p53_R273H (Addgene plasmid # 22934 ; http://n2t.net/addgene:22934 ;
RRID:Addgene_22934)121. Details of the planned cloning process are illustrated in
Appendix B). In brief, backbone fragments were isolated following restriction digest and
combined with 2 Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) gBlocks using Gibson assembly.
GBlocks contained copies of eGFP and a fragment of TP53 with a synonymously
mutated copy of the gRNA binding site (Appendix B). As needed, gel purification was
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used to isolate individual fragments (Qiagen; 28704) and plasmids were amplified in
bacteria using standard kits (Qiagen; 27106 and 12362). Transformed bacterial clones
were generated using heat-shock of One Shot TM Stbl3TM Chemically Competent
Escherichia coli according to manufacturer protocols (Invitrogen; C737303). Endotoxinfree Maxiprep (Qiagen; 12362) of DNA according to manufacturers’ guidelines
generated working stocks of DNA. Concentration and quality were assessed using a
NanoDrop 1000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
2.2 Plasmid verification
Plasmid sequences were verified using restriction enzyme digests and Sanger
sequencing (Figure 5A). Samples were submitted for Sanger sequencing with Genewiz as
premixed combinations of plasmid DNA and custom-designed primers according to
Genewiz guidelines. Primer sequences are shown in Appendix C. TP53 re-expression
plasmids are currently under construction and have not been comprehensively validated.
Immunohistochemical validation of p53 knockdown in
infected organoids was performed to assess gRNA effectiveness in primary samples.
Importantly, this gRNA has also previously shown robust knockdown in Western blots
by the Aparicio laboratory and other members of the Huntsman laboratory (data not
shown).
2.3 Production of lentivirus
Lentivirus was produced in HEK293T/17 cells that had
been cultured for more than 7 days (thus ensuring exponential growth). Cells were
passaged as needed (see below) and cultured in DMEM, high glucose, pyruvate (GIBCO;
11995-065) (henceforth referred to as DMEM) + 10% Characterized Fetal Bovine Serum
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(HyClone; SH30396.03) (FBS). On day one, cells were seeded evenly at 5,000,000 cells
per 10 cm plate – using 1 to 2 plates per viral construct. On day two, HEK293T/17 cells
were transfected with expression plasmid in tandem with viral packaging plasmids
psPAX2 and pCMV/VSVg at a ratio of 1:0.8:0.2. (Note: Plasmids used should be
prepared with endotoxin-free plasmid preparation kits.) More specifically – two
Eppendorf tubes were prepared – one with DNA from viral plasmids mixed into OptiMEMTM I Reduced Serum Medium (GIBCO; 31985062) and another with transfection
reagent TransIT-LT1 (Mirus bio; 2300) mixed with Opti-MEMTM I Reduced Serum
Medium. After incubating 5 minutes at room temperature, TransIT-LT1 mixture was
added dropwise to the DNA mixture and incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes
before being added dropwise onto cells. After 18 hours, media was changed to viral
Harvest Media (DMEM with 10% FBS, 10 mM HEPES (GIBCO; 15630-080), and 1.1%
bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich; A2153). Subsequent collections of supernatant
were made every 12-24 hours for up to 2 days. Collected fractions of viral supernatant
were left at 4 degrees Celsius prior to concentration by ultracentrifuge. For concentration,
ultracentrifuge was pre-cooled to 4 degrees Celsius before use. Viral supernatant was
centrifuged at 106,800 RCF for 90 minutes. Supernatant was discarded and viral pellet
was resuspended in 2 mL DMEM + 10% characterized FBS and frozen in aliquots to
limit freeze-thaw cycles.
2.4 Tissue acquisition, processing, and culture
Normal human fallopian tubes were acquired from consenting patients
undergoing surgery whose resected fallopian tubes were unaffected by malignant disease.
Medical histories included endometriosis, mature cystic ovarian teratoma, ovarian cysts,
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and adenomyosis. Primary samples were kept submerged in DMEM/F12 (GIBCO,
11320-033) at 4 degrees Celsius for up to 16 hours prior to processing and digestion.
Tissues were rinsed with sterile HBSS (VWR; VWRL0121-0500), minced with sterile
scissors and forceps, and left to digest in a solution of 2.5 mg/mL collagenase D (SigmaAldrich; C9407-100MG) undergoing agitation at 37 degrees Celsius. Resulting cell
suspension and remaining tissue chunks were centrifuged at 161 RCF for 5 minutes,
discarding supernatant. Cell and tissue pellet was resuspended in 4-10 mL of Progenitor
Isolation Media (Appendix D) with added gentamicin (Thermo Scientific; 15710072)
(final concentration 10 ng/mL) and expanded in two-dimensional culture at 37 degrees
Celsius and 5% CO2. Progenitor Isolation Media and Organoid Expansion Media (see
below) were developed based on the formulation from Kessler et al.106 Used flasks, stir
bars, scissors, and forceps were cleaned with soap (MP bio; 0976674-CF), rinsed, and resterilized in autoclavable pouches. Primary culture media was changed every as needed,
at least once every 3 days. Once approximately 300,000 cells had grown, fallopian tube
cells were re-plated in a 6-well dish at 100,000 cells per well for lentiviral transduction.
2.5 Lentiviral transduction
Seeded cell cultures were infected using lentiviruses. Prior to infection, cell lines
should have been in culture for greater than 7 days to ensure exponential growth. When a
sufficient number of cells was reached for all desired experimental conditions, 6-well
plates were seeded such that they would reach 30% confluency (or approximately
360,000 cells) after 24 hours. The following day, wells were infected with 50 mL of
thawed 10X concentrated virus (~1x107 virus particles/mL) for an estimated multiplicity
of infection (MOI) of 1.4*. The efficiency of virus batches was assessed in HEK293A
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cells infected and sorted by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). Representative
images are shown in Appendix E, with efficiencies of viral infection ranging from 1216%. Infected cells were left for 24-48 hours in virus before being rinsed twice with PBS
(GIBCO; 10010-023) and covered with standard medium.
*Please note, the MOI estimate as described is heuristic more than exact – viral
titers may vary between batches and cell confluency was used to assess readiness for
infection more than cell number. The estimate used here is a general number used in the
laboratory.
2.6 Cell line culture
HEK293A and HEK293T/17 cells were cultured in
DMEM+10% FBS. Frozen cell vials were rapidly transferred from liquid nitrogen to a 37
degree Celsius water bath to thaw. After thawing, cells were rinsed with media to dilute
toxic dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), plated in cell culture, and left to grow at 37 degrees
Celsius, 5% CO2. Cell growth was monitored daily, and plates were passaged as needed
to avoid cells reaching full confluency. For passaging, plates were first rinsed with PBS
to remove FBS (which inactivates trypsin) before being incubated with Trypsin-EDTA
(0.25%), phenol red (GIBCO; 25200056) (referred to as Trypsin going forwards). Once
cells detached from the plates, trypsin was inactivated with standard medium and cells
were replated in culture.
As needed, cells were frozen after Trypsin detachment and subsequent
inactivation. Detached cells were resuspended in freezing media (63% standard medium,
30% characterized FBS, and 7% DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich; D2650-100ML) and left in a
Mr. Frosty at -80 degrees Celsius. Mr. Frosties ensure gradual freezing, cooling by 1
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degree Celsius per minute. Within one week, cells were transferred to liquid Nitrogen for
long-term storage.
2.7 Organoid cell culture
Following lentiviral infection, fallopian tube cell cultures were trypsinized using
TrypLETM Express Enzyme (GIBCO; 12604013) and collected into a falcon tube.
TrypLE was subsequently deactivated by dilution with Advanced DMEM/F12 (GIBCO;
12634010) and cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 161 RCF for 5 minutes. After
centrifugation, the supernatant was aspirated leaving around 1-2 mL to allow the cells to
be counted, before re-pelleting by centrifugation and aspiration of the remaining
supernatant. Cell pellets were resuspended in 50 mL Matrigel (Corning; 354234) per
25,000 cells, plated as 50 mL domes on prewarmed 24-well tissue culture plates, and left
to solidify in the incubator for 10-20 minutes. After Matrigel solidified, each individual
dome was surrounded by 500 uL of Organoid Expansion Media (Table 1 & Appendix D)
and left to culture at 37 degrees Celsius and 5% CO2. Media was changed weekly and
organoids were passaged as needed. For passaging, Matrigel was dissolved using 1 mL
ice-cold Advanced DMEM/F12 per well and wells of the same condition from the same
patient were pooled. Subsequent cycles of centrifugation (5 minutes, 161 RCF) and
resuspension in Advanced DMEM/F12 were undertaken until Matrigel pellet appeared to
be fully dissolved. Upon successful removal of Matrigel, organoids were mechanically
disrupted by repeated pipetting (20-40 times) with a 200 mL pipette tip. This
resuspension was then recentrifuged and plated in Matrigel as described above. (Note:
During mechanical disruption of organoids, visual inspection of organoid is vital.
Successful disruption of the majority of organoid structures in the resuspension indicates
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when to stop pipetting. Too little prevents successful passaging as organoids may re-grow
into their previous shape. Too much can result in cell death.) Cultured organoids were
then used for a variety of downstream experiments.
2.8 Live cell imaging
Fluorophore expression was assessed in lentiviral-infected cell lines and
organoids using a Zeiss Colibri fluorescent microscope, EVOS M5000 microscope, and
Zeiss LSM800 confocal microscope. When fluorophore expression was weak, the
confocal microscope was used to confirm or reject the presence of fluorescence.
Organoids were examined periodically at 40-100X magnification, with image exposure
time and light source intensity calibrated according to levels of background fluorescence
in uninfected organoids.
2.9 Organoid immunohistochemistry
Organoids in culture were fixed, embedded in paraffin and used in
immunohistochemical staining two weeks after infection or once organoid structures’ size
had stabilized. Briefly, Matrigel domes were resuspended using ice-cold PBS and fixed in
a final concentration of 4% formaldehyde for 1-3 hours. Following fixation, organoids
were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 3200 RCF, the supernatant was removed by pipetting,
organoids were resuspended in 70% ethanol, and left at room temperature for long-term
storage.
Following fixation, organoids were embedded in HistoGelTM (Thermo Scientific;
HG-4000-012) prior to being paraffin embedded. Excess ethanol was removed –
centrifuging if needed – and organoids were resuspended in microwave-liquified
HistoGelTM. The resuspension solution was then put in disposable moulds (Fisher
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scientific; 22-363-552), refrigerated for 20 minutes, removed from moulds, wrapped in
Histowrap (Obex industries; 225), and submitted for paraffin embedding with the
Anatomic Pathology department at Vancouver General Hospital. After HistoGelTM
resuspension, samples were embedded in paraffin within 5 days to avoid drying. While
awaiting paraffin embedding, samples were stored at 4 degrees Celsius in a sealed
container (eg. a plastic bag) to prevent moisture loss.
Formalin fixed and paraffin embedded organoid blocks were then sectioned using
a microtome to make 4 mm thick sections of staining. Hematoxylin and eosin staining of
iterative series of sections was used to identify when sections successfully captured
organoids. Immunohistochemical staining for p53 was done through the Anatomic
Pathology Department of the Vancouver General Hospital. IHC staining protocol and
reagents are listed in Appendix F.
2.10 Preparation of organoids before sequencing
Organoids were dissociated into single cells prior to FACS to isolate single
tdTomato-positive cells for single-cell DNA sequencing. Briefly, organoid media was
removed from wells and Matrigel was partially dissolved with ice-cold PBS. Wells from
each condition were pooled and centrifuged at 161 RCF for 5 minutes before removing
supernatant. Cell pellets were then resuspended in 1 mL dispase (STEMCELL
Technologies; 07913) and incubated for 15-30 minutes at 37 degrees Celsius. The
protease dispase enzymatically digested Matrigel and cell-cell contacts in organoids.
Resulting mixture was diluted with PBS and centrifuged at 161 RCF before removing
supernatant. This pellet was resuspended in 500 mL Trypsin and incubated at room
temperature for 1-2 minutes. (Note: EDTA in the Trypsin solution inactivates dispase.)
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While incubating in trypsin, organoids were pipetted to mechanically disrupt their
structure. Organoid dissociation was checked by visual inspection of cells in a falcon tube
using a microscope. When few or no multicellular structures remained, trypsin was
inactivated by adding 500 mL of progenitor isolation media (containing FBS which
inactivates trypsin). Cells were centrifuged at 161 RCF, rinsed once with PBS, and
assessed for cell viability using Trypan blue staining before being rinsed again with PBS.
Pellets were then resuspended in PBS + 10% FBS and filtered using falcon tubes with a
35 mm filter cap (VWR; 352235) in three successively larger fractions to maximize total
cell yield. Single tdTomato-positive cells were then isolated by FACS. In some cases,
organoids were dissociated and frozen as single cells prior to FACS using 70% Advanced
DMEM/F12, 20% characterized FBS, and 10% DMSO. Once thawed – these cells were
re-assessed for viability, rinsed with PBS, suspended in PBS + 10% FBS, and filtered
using filter cap tubes as described above. Depending on expected cell numbers in primary
organoid samples – HEK293A cells were variably prepared as a negative control for
FACS. In brief – HEK293A cell plates were rinsed with PBS, trypsinized into singlecells and re-stabilized with culture medium (see above) prior to being rinsed twice with
PBS, resuspended in PBS + 10% characterized FBS and filtered with filter cap tubes. For
cases where uninfected organoids were predicted to give excess single-cells – these cells
were instead used as a negative control for FACS.
FACS was performed on single cells from dissociated organoids that had been
infected with lentiviruses containing tdTomato expression constructs. Organoids had
been in culture for 42-57 days at time of dissociation. A BD FACSAria™ Fusion (BD
Biosciences) was operated according to standard protocols by staff of the Terry Fox
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Research Laboratory. TdTomato-positive cells were isolated from infected organoid
conditions and submitted for single-cell genomic sequencing on the same day.
Representative gating and positive cell counts are shown in Figure 4. Gating of forward
scatter area versus side scatter plots removed some cellular debris. Forward scatter height
versus side scatter area plots were gated to remove doublets. Tdtomato positive cells were
isolated with the final FACS gating.
2.11 Single-cell genomic sequencing of organoids with direct library amplification
Single-cell sequencing was performed as described in Laks
et al.122 In short, from a dissociated solution of FACS-purified tdTomato-positive singlecells, individual cells were spotted into wells of a microchip using the cellenOne
system122. Cells were then lysed at 50 degrees Celsius and incubated with a tagmentation
mix, followed by immediate deactivation of tagmentation enzymes by protease122.
Tagmented DNA was then made into libraries – undergoing 8-11 cycles of PCR wherein
it was indexed and amplified122. Indexed libraries were then pooled before being sizeselected and cleaned using Ampure XP beads122. Next-generation sequencing was
performed on Illumina HiSeqX, generating paired end 150 bp reads. All experiments
used no-template controls, no-cell controls, and positive controls (genomic DNA) (data
not shown)122.
2.12 Single-cell sequencing analysis
Preliminary analysis of single-cell genomic sequencing data
followed the methodologies described in Laks et al., with details available on
https://github.com/shahcompbio/single_cell_pipeline122. In brief, reads were processed,
copy number states called, quality computed, and cell phase determined122. Initial read
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files were demultiplexed, generating FASTQ files122. Adaptor sequences were removed
using TrimGalore122,123. Reads were then aligned with Burrows-Wheeler Aligner
(BWA)124 using HG19 as a reference, PCR duplicates marked with MarkDuplicates
(Picard)125, and alignment statistics were computed122. Copy number states were then
called for 500,000 bp genomic bins122. For copy number calling – reads were first
grouped by bin and normalized with modal regression to control for GC bias122.
Normalized read counts were then assessed by a 12 state Hidden Markov Model (HMM),
where potential genome-level ploidies (ranging from haploid (1X) to hexaploid (6X))
were compared122. Final ploidy was selected by comparing all 6 possibilities; penalizing
instances of non-integer copy number (single-cell genomes are only expected to show
integer copy numbers122.) Where cells lacked focal/regional copy differences, diploid
biology was assumed given that sequenced cells were derived from normal tissue122. Cell
quality was determined using a previously described binary random forest classifier122.
This classifier was trained to identify high and low quality cells using curated libraries122.
Its estimated error rate was 2.38% and cell quality describes the predicted probability of a
cell genome being in the high quality category122. Cell cycle phase was predicted using
another trained random forest classifier122. S-phase cells may appear to show widespread
copy number alterations due to partial duplication of DNA. Select plots were generated
using Montage – a previously described software tool interfaced with the described
single-cell sequencing pipeline122.
Subsequent analyses were then performed on single-cell genomes (BAM files).
Initial quality filtering removed cells with quality less than 0.9, cells with total mapped
reads less than 100,000, and S-phase cells. To identify lentiviral reads, BAM files from
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individual cells were combined, converted to FASTQ format, and re-aligned with
BWA124 using a custom genome comprising HG19 and a new chromosome consisting of
the predicted viral insertion sequence. Additional tools used for analyses were
SAMtools126, Bash, Perl, and R127. R packages GRanges128, nnet129, tidyverse130,
RColorBrewer131, ComplexHeatmap132, car133 and data.table134 were used for data
processing and visualization. Select visualizations were also made using the Integrative
Genomics Viewer135,136,137.
2.13 Statistics
Multinomial logistic regression was performed on singlecell genomes to investigate possible differences between uninfected, TP53-infected, and
NTC5-infected organoids within each patient. This method was chosen to account for the
possibility of several explanatory variables. Conditions between different fallopian tube
samples were not compared due to the concern that innate genetic variation could
confound the analysis. Multinomial logistic regression was performed using R with the
packages described above. Nnet129 and car133 performed the regression and generated
reported values.
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Figure 3. Simplified diagrams of CRISPR-Cas9 lentiviral constructs. (A) TP53-targeting
and (B) NTC5. Note that each is identical apart from the gRNA scaffold sequence.
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Table 1. Organoid expansion medium.
Reagent
Final concentration
Advanced DMEM/F12
42.75% total volume
HEPES
12 mM
Glutamax
1 mM
B27
1X
N2
1X
hEGF
10 ng/mL
hNoggin
10 ng/mL
hFGF10
10 ng/mL
Nicotinamide
1 mM
Rock inhibitor
9 uM
TGF-B RKI IV
0.5 uM
Pen/Strep
1X
R Spondin conditioned media
25% total volume
Wnt3a conditioned media
25% total volume
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4. FACS
results from dissociated
organoid samples
that were sorted prior to
4: lentiCRISPR-Cas9-NTC5
>5000 (had excess)
MOI 11; grown in Stemcell organoid medium
Formulation
113 – organoid
Basal
single-cell sequencing. (A) Representative FACS plots from
one
sample
(Patient 3), showing gating strategy. (B) Total positive events from all experiments. SSCA: side scatter area; FSC-A: forward scatter area; FSC-H: forward scatter height; PE-A:
phycoerythrin (red fluorescent) area; MOI: multiplicity of infection.
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Figure 5. Reagent and lentiviral infection validation. (A) TP53-targeting and control
gRNA sequences are present in CRISPR-Cas9 lentiviral constructs (the highlighted
sequence matches the reverse-complement of the gRNA sequences described). (B)
Representative image of a tdTomato-fluorescent organoid taken by confocal microscope.
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Chapter 3: Results
3.1 Validation of genetically engineered organoid culture systems
Fallopian tube cells derived from human primary tissue samples were infected
with lentiviruses containing the CRISPR-Cas9 system, the tdTomato fluorophore, and
either a TP53-targeting gRNA or a non-targeting gRNA control (NTC5). The use of a
lentiviral system ensured robust integration and expression of lentiviral Cas9, sgRNA,
and tdTomato insert sequences in host cells as opposed to more transient, transfectionbased approaches. Initial validation of gRNA sequences by Sanger sequencing and
fluorophore expression after infection (Figure 5) confirmed appropriate gRNA sequences
and tdTomato expression. Despite visible fluorescence by FACS (Figure 4 & Appendix
E) and confocal microscopy (Figure 5B), tdTomato expression was weak and frequently
undetectable by LED microscopy. Success or failure of infection and organoid formation
was monitored by fluorophore detection by confocal microscopy and brightfield imaging
of cultures. Prior to single-cell sequencing, infected samples were sorted by FACS,
collecting tdTomato-positive cells (Figure 4).
Lentivirus-infected cells were also detected at the sequencing level. Single-cell
genomes from infected samples frequently showed reads that aligned to the viral insert
sequence (Figure 6). 95/150, 142/186, and 17/17 TP53-CRISPR-infected cells had at
least one viral read (Appendix G). Similarly, 37/61, 86/97, 8/9 NTC5-infected cells had
at least one viral read (Appendix G). Due to the low coverage of single-cell libraries,
viral-read-negative cells may in actuality still have been infected. Viral reads were
detected across the entire viral insert with the exception of both the EF1a core and U6
promoters (Appendix G). These elements are sourced from the human genome,
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potentially explaining their lack of coverage. Individual reads (15/17) from combined
single-cell genomes show TP53-CRISPR-infection-specific mutations around the
predicted Cas9 cut site (Figure 7). This provides low-level evidence of TP53 mutation
upon Cas9 and TP53 gRNA expression. Viral read detection and TP53-specific mutations
support the notion that this model is operating as expected – with successful isolation of
infected cell populations and low-level evidence of TP53-infection-specific disruption of
TP53.
3.2 TP53 loss in organoid cultures changes IHC but not morphology
In parallel to single-cell sequencing experiments, a variety
of organoid cultures were formalin fixed and paraffin embedded for subsequent
histochemical staining. Live cell imaging (data not shown) as well as hematoxylin &
eosin staining of organoids showed no overt change in phenotype or morphology between
uninfected, NTC5-CRISPR-infected, and TP53-CRISPR-infected organoids (Figure 8A).
Earlier investigations in this project looked at the effect of dual infection with TP53CRISPR and BRCA1-CRISPR constructs. While these models are not discussed
elsewhere in this thesis, they were used to explore organoid TP53 immunotypes by IHC.
Interestingly, p53 IHC showed a variety of staining patterns: null, overexpression,
localized overexpression and wild-type (Figure 8B). These dually infected organoids also
showed an enrichment for mutant phenotypes (Figure 8B). Histochemistry of organoids
indicates aberrant p53 IHC, but no overt cytological transformation or other change in
phenotype was identified.
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3.3 Effect of TP53 loss on genomic stability in organoids
Single-cell sequencing of three different sets of patient
fallopian tube-derived organoids and one primary fallopian tube gave insight on the effect
of p53 loss on organoid cell genomes. To begin with, quality metrics of single-cell
libraries were assessed. There appears to be a pronounced effect on quality and total
mapped reads by cells’ nanochip position (Appendix H) for organoid experiments.
Single-cell genome quality is higher and sequencing depth is lower from top to bottom in
the nanochip (Appendix H). This may indicate either technical artifacts from sequencing
or generalized differences between uninfected, TP53-CRISPR-infected, and NTC5CRISPR-infected cells (e.g. viability). Each condition showed variability in quality
scores and total reads between cells (Appendix H). All three sequencing experiments
loaded cells in accordance with their infection condition (uninfected at the top, TP53infected in the middle, NTC5-infected on the bottom), limiting our ability to deconvolute
technical artifacts from inherent inter-condition differences. Quality scores of single-cell
libraries were largely high or low, with few intermediate values (Figure 9A & Appendix
H). Consistent with nanochip visualization, there was a greater proportion of low-quality
cells in infected conditions relative to uninfected (Figure 9 & Appendix H). While still
showing somewhat of a dichotomy, primary fallopian tube cells had more libraries of
intermediate quality (Appendix H). The split between low- and high-quality libraries
supported the use of a high quality threshold for quality filtration as few medium-to-high
quality cells were excluded. Mapping quality of the vast majority of reads from all
conditions and all samples was very high – with Phred scores of 60, indicating predicted
accuracy of 99.9999% (Figure 9B & Appendix H). Interestingly, all sequencing
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experiments and conditions showed near identical mapping quality distributions (Figure
9B & Appendix H). Quality metrics indicate a large number of high-quality cells and
strong mapping qualities but point to differences between uninfected, TP53-CRISPRinfected, and NTC5-CRISPR-infected conditions.
Single-cell genomes from primary fallopian tube cells and
organoids appear largely diploid (Figure 10 & Appendix I.) Primary fallopian tube cells
and infected organoid samples show heightened genomic instability relative to uninfected
organoids (Figure 10 & Appendix I.) Low mappability regions are prone to incorrect
copy number calls138 and were masked from the analysis. Copy number changes appear
to present as either whole genome alterations or smaller – more isolated – discrete
changes in few chromosomes (Figure 10 & Appendix I). It is important to note that some
whole genome duplications may instead represent instances of doublets, G2-phase cells,
or incorrect ploidy calls (see 2.13 Single-cell sequencing analysis). Multinomial logistic
regression was performed to quantitate and more rigorously assess differences between
organoid experimental conditions. Infected organoid conditions were compared to
uninfected organoids within each experiment. Mean copy was not predictive of whether
the sample was infected or not (no sample or condition had both a large coefficient and p
< 0.05) (Appendix I). On the other hand, coverage breadth could be used to predict
whether samples were infected (Appendix I). Statistics are listed in full in Appendix I.
This suggests that in our dataset – experimental condition is not predictive of genomic
instability. The non-random association with coverage breadth suggests that technical
differences between experimental conditions may be causing the greatest differences
between experimental conditions. While subtle changes between conditions appear
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present from heatmap visualizations, more rigorous assessment of samples by logistic
regression suggests that they are not distinguished by differences in genomic stability.
3.4 Design of TP53 re-expression and homologous recombination organoid knockout
systems
While not yet validated, oligonucleotides, plasmids, and Sanger sequencing
primers have been designed for the theoretical re-expression of TP53 in organoid
systems. These designs would work by exogenously expressing one of wild-type TP53 or
the two most frequent TP53 missense mutants: TP53R175H, and TP53R273H. Re-expression
constructs were designed to escape the TP53-targeting gRNA. Synonymous mutations
were introduced along every possible codon in the gRNA target sequence. This was done
to allow simultaneous knockout of endogenous TP53 and exogenous re-expression of
wild-type or mutant TP53. To escape TP53-targeting gRNAs, the gRNA target sequence
has been synonymously mutated in these constructs. The more detailed strategy is
illustrated in Appendix B. Similarly, additional genetic perturbations to homologous
recombination DNA repair pathway members PALB2, BRIP1, RAD51C, RAD51D,
BARD1, and FANCM were planned. Initial validation of PALB2-targeting gRNAs was
moderately successful, with gRNA PALB2-III showing moderate knockdown by western
blot (Appendix A).
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Figure 6. Histogram of cell counts and number of viral reads detected in organoid
sequencing. CRISPR-Cas9 lentivirus-infection conditions and biological replicates are
indicated. PCR duplicate reads and cells not meeting previously described quality filters
were removed.
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Figure 7. Individual reads show evidence of TP53 disruption in TP53-CRISPR-infected
organoid cells but not NTC5-infected or uninfected cells. PCR duplicate reads and cells
not meeting previously described quality filters were removed. Reads mapping to the
predicted TP53 cut site are shown. Deletions and insertions are noted on individual reads.
Samples are arranged in biological replicates (1-3 from top to bottom) and experimental
condition is noted. CRISPR-Cas9 lentivirus-infection status, predicted cut site, and
genomic coordinates on chromosome 17 are indicated.
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Figure 8. Representative images of organoid histochemistry. (A) Hematoxylin and eosin
images of CRISPR-Cas9 lentivirus-infected organoids. (B) Hematoxylin and p53 IHC
staining of dually-infected TP53/BRCA1 knockout organoids. Representative images of
histotypes are shown (top). Quantification of observed phenotypes by condition (bottom).
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Figure 9. Organoid library and read mapping quality, representative plots from Replicate
2. (A) Violin plots of single-cell library quality scores and (B) mapping quality of reads;
split by CRISPR-Cas9 lentivirus-infection status and type; no quality filtration.
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Primary fallopian tube cells

Replicate 2 - uninfected
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Colour Code

Replicate 2 – TP53

Replicate 2 – NTC5

Figure 10. Relative copy number calls across the genome per cell, select heatmaps.
Primary fallopian tube and organoid single-cell libraries are shown as rows and sample
details including CRISPR-Cas9 infection status are indicated. Only cells passing
previously described quality control filters were included. Presence of non-zero viral
reads after PCR duplicate removal is indicated by green. Regions of low-mappability are
masked in white.
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Chapter 4: Discussion
In my research, I have generated and validated TP53-mutant and control organoid
models. Fluorophore expression and viral read detection confirm successful integration of
the designed lentiviruses in a subset of cells. Interestingly, lentiviral reads were detected
at high frequency despite the low depth of sequencing. While doublets were gated for
during FACS, it is also possible (if unlikely) that doublets containing smaller cells may
still be present in sorted populations – potentially resulting in the inclusion of some
tdTomato negative cells. The high frequency of lentiviral reads despite low sequence
depth may suggest that FACS-enrichment for tdTomato-positive cells before sequencing
selected for highly infected cells, and that few doublets containing lentivirus-negative
cells were present. TdTomato expression from the lentiviral construct is due in part to its
insertion site, but more highly infected cells would also be expected to have higher
fluorescence on average if multiple copies were expressed. P53 IHC in TP53/BRCAinfected organoids and genomic disruption of TP53 in TP53-infected organoids both
confirmed Cas9-induced knockout of endogenous TP53. The presence of wild-type
organoids by p53 IHC is explained by virtue of the fact that prior to sequencing,
lentivirus-infected organoids made up only part of the total population of organoids
present in an experimental condition labelled as ‘infected’. Some proportion of cells will
remain uninfected after exposure to the virus and these cells may grow into organoids.
Interestingly, 2/17 reads spanning the predicted Cas9 cut site in sequenced TP53-infected
organoids show wild-type sequence. This may indicate the presence of uninfected cells
post-FACS (e.g. from doublets), but may also indicate rare TP53 allele evasion of Cas9induced mutation or technical artifact. Robust detection of fluorescent cells, lentiviral
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insertion sequences, and evidence of introduced TP53 mutations substantiated these
models’ subsequent use to interrogate biological questions.
As alluded to above, TP53- and BRCA1-CRISPR infected samples showed
abnormal p53 IHC. While BRCA1-loss models are not discussed in depth elsewhere in
this thesis, earlier in this research project I had been focusing on dual loss of TP53null/BRCA1-null organoid models. Interestingly, observed IHC patterns mimic clinical
mutant TP53 immunotypes (null, overexpression, and wild-type)43. While most mutant
organoids would be expected to show null IHC, the presence of both null and
overexpression IHC can likely be explained by Cas9-induced double-stranded breaks
being repaired differently between cells. In some infected cells, the repair process may
have caused an in-frame deletion or insertion which interfered with MDM2-associated
ubiquitination of p5343. Such mutations could lead to p53 accumulation and the observed
overexpression immunotypes. Similarly, in some cases organoids with wild-type IHC
may contain a mutation that does not affect IHC patterning43. The presence of an
additional IHC type – localized overexpression – was also observed. In general, fallopian
tube organoids are thought to develop clonally from single progenitor cells106. This may
indicate a TP53 mutation that occurred after progenitor cells began to divide to form an
organoid. In considering this spectrum of IHC immunotypes, it is important to note that a
minority show IHC patterns predictive of non-null mutation. Unfortunately, due to the
difficulties of establishing clonal organoid cultures, the small size of organoids, and the
low coverage of single-cell genomic sequencing – we were unable to sequence and stain
the same individual organoids. This limited us to indirect, aggregate-based genetic and
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immunotype comparisons. Overall, IHC of TP53- and BRCA1-CRISPR-infected
organoids shows clinically relevant TP53 immunotypes.
Histochemistry and live cell imaging of TP53-CRISPR-infected and control
organoids did not reveal evidence of transformation. Hematoxylin and eosin stains of
organoids showed relatively normal morphology. No overt morphological changes
distinguishing experimental conditions were observed while regularly growing organoids
in culture for over 2 months (data not shown). While it is possible that given many
months or years some change may occur – to date this model would not support TP53
mutation as being sufficient for histological transformation of the fallopian tube. This is
not surprising given the finding of morphologically normal p53 signatures in patients58.
Subsequent analyses focused on assessing whether organoids showed changes in
genomic stability between conditions by single-cell genomic sequencing122. Initial
assessment of library quality and mapping revealed that a majority of single-cell libraries
were of high quality. Low level copy number changes were observed in select cells of all
experimental conditions. In some replicates, a small population of cells showing genomewide duplication was also seen. While at first glance this is surprising given that cells
derived from normal fallopian tubes are being sequenced, it is concordant with previous
findings using the same sequencing method. Notably, published data has shown that
immortalized normal lymphoblastoid cells and breast epithelial cells139 have whole and
partial-chromosomal copy number alterations that vary between individual cells. It is
possible that this level of aneuploidy is present in most normal cell populations and is
simply better resolved by at the level of single-cell genomes relative to bulk sequencing.
Importantly, previous studies using the same single-cell sequencing methodology have
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shown that it is able to accurately detect genomic aberrations122,139. Whole genome
duplications may represent truly aneuploid cells, incorrect algorithmic ploidy calls (see
2.13 Single-cell sequencing analysis) or cells in the G2 phase of the cell cycle122.
Strong inter-condition variability was seen on nanochip position plots, suggesting
technical artifacts from cell spotting, library preparation, or initial sample quality. While
metrics appear to vary based off of nanowell position – organoid experimental conditions
were plated in the same orientation in each experiment. An alternative, more likely,
explanation could be that inherent differences between uninfected, TP53-CRISPRinfected and NTC5-CRISPR-infected samples could the source of this variation. It is
possible that FACS sorting may severely stress cells and reduce overall sample viability,
which can lead to an overall decrease in cell sample quality122. As only infected
conditions were sorted – this may explain the observed inter-sample variability in
technical metrics. The use of only high quality (≥ 0.9) single-cell libraries with a large
amount of total mapped reads (≥ 100,000) when making genome wide-comparisons helps
account for these differences.
Multinomial logistic regression of infected and uninfected conditions in
individual experiments revealed that infection status could not be predicted by overall
genomic stability (mean copy). The same regression found that coverage breadth was
associated with infection status – pointing again to strong inter-condition variability.
While it is possible that strong technical artifacts are masking our ability to detect
differences in genomic stability, visual inspection of heatmaps suggests only subtle
changes (if any) are present between conditions. To date, our data would not support
TP53 mutation alone as sufficient for genomic instability in our model. When taken
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together with the lack of histological abnormality in mutant organoids, our data does not
show evidence of carcinogenesis upon TP53 mutation of fallopian tube organoids.
Consequently, this supports the notion that p53 signatures should be treated as precursors
at low risk of progression. Further research is needed to refine this conclusion by
assessing whether p53 signature lesions may delineate into low- and high-risk groups.
The absence of clear phenotypic change upon TP53 mutation has interesting implications
for our understanding of HGSC. TP53 mutation is thought to be one of the earliest
changes in the transformation of normal fallopian tube; suggesting that other genetic,
epigenetic, or environmental changes may be necessary for fallopian tube transformation.
Subsequent research in this model may begin to interrogate other players in this
landscape. In my work, I designed models to allow re-expression of wild-type TP53,
TP53R175H, and TP53R273H as well as accrued reagents for these models. This approach
was chosen over CRISPR-Cas9 editing of endogenous TP53 due to predicted technical
difficulties of the latter. Namely, the concern of coupling low efficiency of templatedirected repair with the challenges of generating clonal organoid cultures (e.g. slow
growth of organoid cultures, loss of cells during passaging, cost of reagents, and the
isolation, preservation, and expansion of the progenitor stem-like cell population.) Reexpression of wild type and mutant TP53 will provide a strong theoretical and practical
framework for subsequent interrogation of TP53 missense mutant function in fallopian
tube organoids. Similarly – I have designed and begun validating novel gRNAs targeting
the homologous DNA repair pathway members PALB2, BRIP1, RAD51C, RAD51D,
BARD1, and FANCM. These approaches have provided a strong schema for subsequent
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experiments on this model – allowing rapid research on more complicated combinations
of genomic perturbation.
This model is among the first genetically engineered human fallopian tubederived organoid systems in the literature. While a number of mouse organoid models
have been described – remarkably few genetically engineered human fallopian tube
derived systems have been112. The novelty of this approach perhaps underscores its
technical difficulty. The several organoid experiments described represent a few
experiments that proceeded to the desired endpoints. Dozens of others did not generate
sufficient sample for downstream analysis and experimentation. Principal reasons for this
are that a large majority of tissues failed to develop organoids and from those that did,
very few had tdTomato-positive organoids in both TP53- and NTC5-CRISPR-lentivirus
infected conditions. The latter difficulty was overcome by enriching for positive cells by
FACS but limited the effectiveness of IHC. While FACS proved a valuable tool for
enrichment of single-cells prior to single-cell sequencing, it was not used prior to seeding
in Matrigel due to concerns around maintaining the stemness and viability of progenitor
cells. Very recently, difficulties around organoid formation have been surmounted by the
use of a novel media formulation under development at STEMCELL Technologies. This
formulation has dramatically increased the efficiency of organoid formation (data not
shown), but due to the recency of this development has not been used in experiments
described in this thesis.
This work supports genetically engineered human fallopian tube-derived organoid
systems as valuable tools for studying HGSC carcinogenesis. Initial findings reveal
clinically relevant p53 IHC upon TP53 mutation; and suggest that TP53 mutation alone is
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not sufficient for transformation of the fallopian tube or the genomic instability that is
characteristic of HGSC.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Homologous DNA repair pathway member gRNA designs
gRNA designs: homologous recombination (HR) DNA repair pathway members
BRCA1 and BRCA2-targeting gRNAs were previously designed and validated in
the Huntsman laboratory. Additional gRNAs targeting PALB2, BRIP1, RAD51C,
RAD51D, BARD1, and FANCM were designed with the intent of comparing loss-offunction effects between different HR repair genes. Putative gRNAs were assessed using
a combination of sources and online tools suggested by Feng Zhang’s laboratory:
predesigned gRNAs from IDT, the Broad Institute Genetic Perturbation Platform, ECRISP140, and CHOPCHOP141,142,143.
Top designs from each tool were collated and assessed for their likelihood of
robustly knocking out the gene of interest. To start, each was evaluated with IDT’s gRNA
validation tool for their predicted on and off-target scores. Next, all listed ENSEMBL
transcript variants with open reading frames were assessed to see which isoforms
contained the gRNA-binding sequence. Finally, position of the gene targeted by each
gRNA was assessed by looking at the exon number it was predicted to bind. These
criteria were used to select 3 promising gRNAs for each gene using the rationale that
higher IDT scores, more isoforms bound, and targeting earlier in the gene would increase
the chance of robust loss-of-function upon Cas9 cutting. Ordered gRNA sequences and
predicted quality metrics are listed below. Initial validation of PALB2-targeting gRNAs
is shown in Appendix Figure 1.
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Table 2. Quality metrics for HR-targeting gRNA designs.
IDT validation
OnOfftarget
target
score
score
61
68
80
62
67
64
61
77
85
58

ENSEMBL transcript
variants containing an
open reading frame
NonsenseProtein
Mediated
Coding
Decay
2/4
0/1
2/4
0/1
2/4
0/1
3/4
0/1
3/4
0/1

Name
PALB2-I
PALB2-II
PALB2-III
BRIP1-I
BRIP1-II

Target Gene
PALB2
PALB2
PALB2
BRIP1
BRIP1

gRNA sequence (CCN-5'->3')
GCATCAGATCATTGTGAACC
CATCTTAGGTACTACTCCAG
ACTTCTAGCCTGTCGATTGT
TATAAAGCTTACCCGTCACA
GTGGGACTCTCCAACAAACA

BRIP1-III
RAD51C-I

BRIP1
RAD51C

TCCTGAGGTAGTCGGTAACT
GGTGCACCACAAATTTCTGT

64
56

80
56

2/4
6/8

0/1
2/5

RAD51C-II
RAD51C-III
RAD51D-I

RAD51C
RAD51C
RAD51D

CCAAGAATATCATCTAGTGC
TTGCTAAGCTCGGAGGGTTT
GCAGCAAAACGTCCTATATG

59
52
73

50
79
77

5/8
3/8
5/9

2/5
5/5
2/7

RAD51D-II
RAD51D-III
BARD1-I
BARD1-II
BARD1-III
FANCM-I
FANCM-II
FANCM-III

RAD51D
RAD51D
BARD1
BARD1
BARD1
FANCM
FANCM
FANCM

CGTGAATGGCGCTGATCTCT
CCGCAGTGACCGAGTCCACA
CCATGGAACCGGATGGTCGC
GGGTGTAACACACTGGACAT
GCAGTGACGAGCTTAATAAG
TTATTGCCGCCGTGGTCATG
CGATTATGCCTTGTTGTATT
ACACATCAAGTTGATCACTC

51
59
56
68
70
61
63
83

85
79
94
77
88
93
59
58

4/9
7/9
7/9
4/9
6/9
3/6
3/6
3/6

4/7
0/7
1/1
1/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1

Binds/Cuts in
(Exon#/Intron#):
Exon 4
Exon 5
Exon 4
Exon 2
Exon 3
After Exon 5
(based off other
gRNAs)
Exon 2
Exon 2 (based
off other
gRNAs)
Exon 1
Exon 5
Before Exon 4
(based off other
gRNAs)
Exon 7
Exon 1
Exon 3
Exon 11
Exon 1
Exon 6
Exon 13
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PALB2 western blot
1

2

3

4

Tubulin western blot
1

2

3

4

Palb2 (131 kDa)

Tubulin (55 kDa)

Figure 11. PALB2 gRNA assessment. Western blot images showing PALB2 and loading
control. (1) HEK293A whole cell lysate; (2) HEK293A infected with PALB2-I virus and
FACS-sorted; (3) HEK293A infected with PALB2-II virus and FACS-sorted; (4)
HEK293A infected with PALB2-III virus and FACS-sorted. Number refers to gRNA
number.
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Appendix B: Cloning plan for TP53/TP53R175H/TP53R273H re-expression plasmids

A

AddGene agar bacterial stabs:
• pLenti6/V5-p53_wt p53
• pLenti6/V5-p53_R175H
• pLenti6/V5-p53_R273H

Sanger sequencing
verification

B
CMV enhancer +
promoter

5’LTR

eGFP

pRSV

EF1⍺ core
promoter

TP53 reexpression
plasmid
(9,217 bp)

AmpR

Synonymouslymutated gRNA
binding site
TP53

+

3’ LTR
V5

Spacer sequence

EF1⍺ core promoter

eGFP

+
Synonymously-mutated TP53 fragment

C
5’LTR

CMV enhancer +
promoter

pRSV

TP53 reexpression
plasmid
(9,217 bp)

AmpR

eGFP

pRSV

EF1⍺ core
promoter

Synonymouslymutated gRNA
binding site
TP53

3’ LTR
V5

CMV enhancer +
promoter

5’LTR

eGFP

Spacer sequence

EF1⍺ core
promoter

TP53 reexpression
plasmid
(9,217 bp)

AmpR

Synonymouslymutated gRNA
binding site
TP53

5’LTR

3’ LTR
V5

Spacer sequence

+

CMV enhancer +
promoter
eGFP

pRSV

TP53 reexpression
plasmid
(9,217 bp)

AmpR

EF1⍺ core
promoter

Synonymouslymutated gRNA
binding site

*missense mutation
TP53

3’ LTR

pLenti6/V5-p53_R175H
OR pLenti6/V5p53_R273H

V5

Spacer sequence

*missense mutation
*missense mutation

Figure 12. Cloning plan for TP53/TP53R175H/TP53R273H re-expression plasmids. (A)
Initial verification of ordered plasmids. (B) Cloning of re-expression plasmid backbone to
render TP53 immune to TP53 gRNA binding by synonymous mutation of target
sequence. Gibson assembly was used to combine three linear dsDNA fragments with
overlapping sequences. (C) Restriction enzyme cloning to insert missense mutations.
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Appendix C: Primer sequences
Table 3. Primer sequences.
Purpose

Primer name

Sequence

Verifying gRNA insert sequences

7_71

CACTCCTTTCAAGACCTAGC

Verifying sequence of ordered
TP53/TP53R175H/TP53R273H re-expression
plasmids

F1_ORI

CTCCATAGAAGACACCGACTCT

F2_ORI

GTCCAGTGTGGTGGAATTG

F3_ORI

GTACCACCATCCACTACAACTAC

R1_ORI

GTTGTAGTGGATGGTGGTACAG

R3_ORI

CACACCTGGTTGCTGACT

F1_RE53

CTCGTTTAGTGAACCGTCAGA

F4_RE53

GGACGAGCTGTACAAGTAAGAG

F6_RE53

CGATAGAAGACACCGACATCTG

F7_RE53

GTACCACCATCCACTACAACTAC

R1_RE53

TAGACGTTGTGGCTGTTGTAG

R4_RE53

CAGATGTCGGTGTCTTCTATCG

R5_RE53

GTTGTAGTGGATGGTGGTACAG

R7_RE53

ACACCCTAACTGACACACATTC

R8_RE53

CACACCTGGTTGCTGACTA

Verifying sequence of cloned, fluorophore
expressing and gRNA-resistant
TP53/TP53R175H/TP53R273H re-expression
plasmids
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Appendix D: Recipes for primary culture media
Progenitor isolation media recipe (40 mL)
•

Sterile filter and store in fridge; recommended to use up within 2-3 weeks of
preparation

Advanced DMEM/F12 (fridge)
HEPES (fridge)
Glutamax (room temp)
FBS (fridge)
hEGF (freezer)
ROCK inhibitor (freezer)
Pen/Strep (or anti/anti, fridge)
TGF-B RKI VI (5mM) (freezer)

Volume
36.7ml
480ul
400ul
2ml
4ul
40ul
400ul
4ul

Final Conc.
12mM
1%
5%
10ng/ml
9uM
1%
0.5uM

Organoid media recipe (40 mL)
•

Sterile filter and store in fridge; recommended to use up within 2-3 weeks of
preparation

Advanced DMEM/F12 (fridge)
HEPES (fridge)
Glutamax (room temp)
B27 (50X) (fridge/freezer)
N2 (100X) (fridge/freezer)
hEGF (0.1mg/ml) (freezer)
hNoggin (0.1mg/ml)(freezer)
hFGF10 (0.1mg/ml)(freezer)
nicotinamide (fridge)
ROCK inhibitor (freezer)
TGF-B RKI IV (5mM) (freezer)
Pen/Strep (or anti/anti, fridge)
R Spondin CM (freezer)
Wnt3a CM (freezer)

Final Conc.

Volume

17.1ml
480ul
400ul
800ul
400ul
4ul
4ul
4ul
400ul
40ul
4ul
400ul
10ml
10ml

12mM
1%
2%
1%
10ng/ml
10ng/ml
10ng/ml
1mM
9uM
0.5uM
1%
25%
25%
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Appendix E: FACS analysis of HEK293A infected samples
Uninfected

lentiCRISPR-Cas9-TP53

lentiCRISPR-Cas9-NTC5

BD FACSDiva 9.0.1

BD FACSDiva 9.0.1

BD FACSDiva 9.0.1

Figure 13. Representative images of FACS populations and gating. HEK293A infections
with concentrated lentiCRISPR-Cas9-TP53 or lentiCRISPR-Cas9-NTC5 at an MOI of
~1.4. SSC-A: side scatter area; FSC-A: forward scatter area; FSC-H: forward scatter
height; PE-A: phycoerythrin (red fluorescent) area.
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Appendix F: Protocols and reagents for optimized organoid IHC staining
Table 4. Optimized staining conditions for organoid IHC.
Antibody

Supplier

Catalogue
number

Clone

p53

Dako

M7001

DO-7

Heat-induced
antigen
retrieval
conditions
97°C for 30
minutes

Staining
platform

Dilution

Dako Omnis
automated
IHC
instrument

1:500

Primary
antibody
incubation
time
20 minutes

Detection kit

Dako
EnVision(tm)
FLEX+
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Appendix G: Extended viral read analysis
Table 5. Total cell counts with and without viral reads. PCR duplicate reads and cells not
meeting previously described quality filters were removed. Organoid experimental
replicates and CRISPR infection statuses are shown.
Cell counts

Replicate 1 –
TP53

Replicate 1 –
NTC5

Replicate 2 –
TP53

Replicate 2 –
NTC5

Replicate 3 –
TP53

Replicate 3 –
NTC5

Cells with at
least 1 viral read

95

37

142

86

17

8

Cells without
viral reads

55

24

44

11

0

1
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Figure 14. Read distribution across the CRISPR-Cas9 lentivirus insertion region. PCR
duplicate reads and cells not meeting previously described quality filters were removed.
TP53
Organoid replicates 3, 2, and 1 are shown (top to bottom) for TP53-CRISPR-infected
cells and NTC5-CRISPR-infected cells.
SC-4336
SC-4356
SC-4357

SC-4336
SC-4356
SC-4357
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Appendix H: Extended library quality assessment

Total reads by nanochip
position

Quality by nanochip
position

Replicate 1

n = 576

Replicate 2

n = 875
Figure 15. Total read counts and quality scores per cell by nanochip location. Biological
replicates are listed separately, with each plot representing one experiment before quality
filtration. For organoid replicates 1-3, cells were spotted by condition with uninfected on
top, TP53 CRISPR-Cas9 lentivirus-infected in the middle and NTC5 CRISPR-Cas9
lentivirus-infected on the bottom. (Figure continued on next page).
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Total reads by nanochip
position

Quality by nanochip
position

Replicate 3

n = 548

Primary
fallopian tube
cells

n = 904
Figure 15. Continued from previous page.
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A

B
Replicate 1

Uninfected
Replicate 1

TP53

NTC5
Uninfected

TP53

NTC5
Replicate 3

Replicate 3

Uninfected

TP53

Uninfected

TP53

NTC5

NTC5

Figure 16. Organoid library and read mapping quality, additional replicates. (A) Violin
plots of single-cell library quality scores and (B) mapping quality of reads; split by
CRISPR-Cas9 lentivirus-infection status and type; no quality filtration.
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A

B

Primary
fallopian tube
cells

Figure 17. Library and read mapping quality, primary fallopian tube cells. (A) Violin
plots of single-cell library quality scores and (B) mapping quality of reads; no quality
filtration.
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Appendix I: Additional copy number heatmaps and statistical analysis
Replicate 1

Replicate 3

NTC5
Copy-Number
Colour Code

TP53

Uninfected

Figure 18. Relative copy number calls across the genome per cell, remaining organoid
experiment heatmaps. Organoid single-cell libraries are shown as rows and CRISPR
infection constructs are indicated. Only cells passing previously described quality control
filters were included. Presence of non-zero viral reads after PCR duplicate removal is
indicated by green. Regions of low-mappability are masked in white.
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Table 6. Summary of logistic regression comparing uninfected and infected samples. Pvalues were derived from a 2-tailed z test. CRISPR infection constructs are listed.
Replicate 1
Statistic

Coefficient

Standard Error

z-value

p-value

Replicate 2

Replicate 3

Parameter

TP53

NTC5

TP53

NTC5

TP53

NTC5

Mean copy

-0.5578213

0.46471

-0.4085631

-0.5988581

-17.98162

-37.39918

Coverage breadth

40.25118

65.70054

126.8304

209.9081

250.4502

248.513

Mean copy

0.5379934

0.7190991

0.6513602

0.7612776

40.00727

34.75931

Coverage breadth

27.45419

30.64032

13.29218

16.62918

144.1045

144.1489

Mean copy

-1.0368552

0.6462391

-0.627246

-0.7866488

-0.4494587

-1.075947

Coverage breadth

1.466121

2.144251

9.541737

12.622881

1.737976

1.724002

Mean copy

0.2998034

0.5181245

0.530498

0.4314875

0.6531008

0.281951

Coverage breadth
Residual
Deviance

0.14261526

0.03201277

1.40E-21

1.58E-36

0.08221506

0.0847075

64.14524

727.3921

39.00854
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